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Latin America's expansion

Boeing: Latin American Commercial Fleet to Triple By 2035
Boeing projects Latin American airlines will need 3,050 new airplanes valued
at $350 billion in the next two decades, tripling the region’s current fleet
size.
Read more
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Regulations & Safety

New Student Pilot Certificate Rules Prevent Solos on 16th
Birthday
It’s a time-honored aviation tradition that suddenly appears on the brink of
elimination. New student pilot application requirements that take effect on
April 1 will prevent new pilots from soloing on their 16th birthday.
Read more
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Manufacturers

Richard Branson Backed Startup To Build Next-Gen
Supersonic Airplane
A company called Boom Technology Inc. has unveiled plans for a supersonic
airplane of the same name, which is being developed as a replacement for
Concorde.
Read more
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Airplanes & Airports

Montag-Girmes Makes EUR 52 mln Investment in airBaltic
German businessman Ralf Dieter Montag-Girmes, the investor in Latvia’s
national carrier airBaltic, has made the promised EUR 52 million investment
in the airline, Latvian Transport Minister Uldis Augulis told LETA.
Read more
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Accidents & Investigations
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MRO
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Airbus Approves CAE H225 Simulator in Norway
The helicopter training centre run by CAE in Norway has been awarded as
an Airbus Helicopters approved simulation centre for H225 recurrent
training. CAE is the first independent simulation training provider to receive
this distinction.
Read more
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